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ROSARIO DAWSON HOSTS A CONFERENCE WITH TEASE TEA AND YOUNG FEMALE 
ENTREPRENEURS TO DISCUSS WOMEN IN BUSINESS AND SUSTAINABILITY  
 
New York City, NY - October 23, 2020: Tease Tea will be hosting a conference with Rosario 
Dawson to discuss potential implements female led small businesses can make to become 
more sustainable and support women. 
 

“I want to help people choose wellness in a cup. Tea that compliments their every goal 

and desire. Tea to self empower, while empowering women around the world,” said Sheena 

Brady, the founder of Tease tea. 

The Founders Fund, a group of 20 female business owners Tease Tea supports, will 

attend and have the opportunity to gain further funding for their business endeavors.  Along with 

members of The Founders Fund, members of the Lower East Side Girls Club will be attending 

to meet and interact with the driven female entrepreneurs and Dawson. 

The girls club will be given the opportunity to learn about being a business owner, 

sustainable practices, and the empowerment of women in the workforce.  Dawson aims to 

showcase Tease Tea’s ability to strengthen women with their products and company practices 

while practicing sustainability. 

Photos will be available throughout the event and a dedicated time for photos and 

questions will occur at the end of the conference. 

Tease Tea is a tea brand focused on sustainable practices and empowering women. 
Founded in 2013 by Sheena Brady in Toronto, Canada, the company has grown and now sells 
in over 30 countries. The loose leaf tea company is dedicated to encouraging consumers to live 
a healthy lifestyle with their products. The company supports young women through different 
programs such as The Founders Fund, a program that provides female entrepreneurs funding 
and resources to assist their growing businesses. 15% of all Tease Tea proceeds go towards 
supporting other female businesses whether it is through The Founders Fund or other 
programs. For more information about Sheena Brady and Tease Tea, visit www.teasetea.com.  
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